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**Abstract**

The growth in popularity of on-demand content consumption, boosted by large global agents such as *Netflix, Amazon* and *HBO*, has brought audience fragmentation even further. Exponential growth in the content available to users (which reduces viewer concentration based on a limited selection), its commercialisation through a subscription-based business model (removing advertising from content) and the boom in consumption on different receivers, many of them mobile or outside the home (thus complicating people meter monitoring), has generated a new ecosystem where success can no longer be assessed using traditional audience measurement systems. This article discusses audience behaviour in streaming platforms and the new dimensions used to measure the success of a television series, above and beyond data provided by television audience measurement (TAM) techniques. From this analysis, the article reviews the transformation in the concept of popularity and how new audience indicators affect the structure of the content distribution medium, which adds further dimensions (engagement, customer retention, talent acquisition, new subscriptions and branding, among others) to more traditional elements (advertisers and international sales). Finally, we examine whether a single concept of audience, valid for all consumption models and audiovisual operations, can be established. *Money heist* is used as a case study, as it provides a good example of two ways of understanding audience: one linked to its commercial success in the *Antena 3 Televisión* channel’s scheduled programming and the other arising from its inclusion on *Netflix*, the platform that gave it worldwide popularity.
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1. Introduction

Good knowledge of the target public for an economic activity is an essential aspect for all businesses. Without knowledge of audiences, users or customers, it would be impossible to satisfy their demands, forge a good market position or develop profitable services (Portilla; Vara-Miguel; Díaz-Espina, 2016). This media interest in audience is an important aspect in the logic of commercial television, which for a long time has operated with a simple dynamic: making content profitable based on the number of viewers it is able to attract (Clares-Gavilán; Merino-Álvarez; Neira, 2019). If audience has been the main financial motor for television, then advertising has been its main nourishment (Vacas, 2012).

Audience research is essential for obtaining information on the public’s behavioural habits, likes, preferences and needs (Iglesias, 1985). Furthermore, audience measurement is a key element for diagnosis, forecast and planning (with the aim of quantifying reception for content within programming schedules, forecasting potential audience for similar programmes and deciding whether they should be kept in the schedules). In the commercial channel ecosystem, techniques for television audience measurement (hereinafter referred to as TAM) have on the whole become rating tools, as the value of a time band is based on viewer numbers concentrated around the broadcast (De-Durán, 2014). This commercial interest, which considers audience attention as goods (McQuail, 1992), establishes a direct relationship between channel and advertiser, in which viewers are the currency whereby the price of advertising space is calculated.

As Jauet explains, “it is essential to know audience levels for each space or programme on a television channel, as they have a direct impact on the main source of income, i.e. selling spaces or time bands, whose price varies with the audience level” (Jauet, 2014).

The first decade of the 21st century saw the development of a new audiovisual system, in which the Internet played a central role (Corbella, 2010). From the start, television via this new broadcasting technology was seen as the driver for future growth in the audiovisual market, although it has eroded classic, mainly advertising-based business (Arrojo, 2010; Álvarez-Monzoncillo, 2011). This digital transition brought with it new complexities, especially in terms of audiences, which professionals in the sector now consider to have reached a low point, as they are considered insufficient for the emerging communicative environment (González-Neira; Quintas-Froufe; Gallardo-Camacho, 2020). According to recent research, two of the biggest challenges facing TAMs are, firstly, the problem of approaching audiences that are elusive and invisible with regard to the screen docking system and, secondly, the rapid obsolescence of strategic innovations due to the speed of progress in digital culture (García-Santamaría; Barranquero-Carretero; Rosique-Cedillo, 2017; Huertas, 2018; Núñez-Ladevéze; Torrecillas-Lacave; Irisarri-Núñez, 2019).

The growth in popularity of streaming and on-demand content consumption, boosted by large global agents such as Netflix, Amazon and HBO, has produced significant disruption in consumption habits and further heightened the phenomenon of audience fragmentation, marking the switch from paleotelevision to neotelevision (Vacas, 2012). As well as these new operators, the appearance of new packages and types of data has had a significant impact on companies operating in the context of TAMs (Portilla, 2015; Callejo-Gallego, 2019). Exponential growth in content available to users (reducing viewer concentration on a limited selection), its commercialisation through a subscription-based business model (removing advertising value from the content) and the boom in consumption outside broadcasting times on different receivers, many of them mobile or outside the home (thus complicating monitoring with people meters) has generated a new ecosystem where success can no longer be assessed exclusively using traditional audience measurement systems. Media audiences are now defined as atawad, an acronym of ‘any time’, ‘anywhere’ and ‘any device’. Indeed, the term has been extended to atawad+ac, adding ‘any content’ to the formula, Hernández-Pérez, Rodríguez-Mateos, 2016). The consolidation of this new type of viewer has disrupted analogue model-based business (Álvarez-Monzoncillo, 2011). It has also laid bare the need to rethink the utility and quality of measurements, even generating a specialist field of measurement studies (Huertas, 2018).

What we term audience is today a reality made up of vast amounts of data characterised mainly by its fragmentation. Data is taken from a wide range of sources and its relationship with real consumption is not always clear, leading to multiple interpretations (Hernández-Pérez; Rodríguez-Mateos, 2016). This environment of global, decentralised, on-demand viewing has also brought about a redefinition of the concept of popularity. In the context of streaming in the subscription video-on-demand (SVOD) model, where the release of audience figures is not standard practice, how can one know if a programme is a success? This situation is particularly striking in the case of platforms’ leading series, or tentpoles (Neira, 2020), which are the main hook for attracting new customers. Such programmes can provide the focus for a large volume of different interest expressions (social conversation, Internet searches, shared content and illegal downloads, among others) that express a desire for, or interest in, consumption, thereby demonstrating the powerful impact of the content, feeding users’ interest in being (or continuing to be) a platform customer. These demand expressions (using the term coined by Parrot Analytics), which circulate outside the TAMs, take on special relevance in the SVOD business model, which limits the audience’s value

"Today, audience is a reality consisting of vast amounts of data characterised mainly by its fragmentation; thus its relation to real consumption is not always clear"
as goods for the advertising industry while raising its value as platform customers (McQuail, 1992; Álvarez-Monzoncillo, 2011; De-Durán, 2014).

Money heist (original title: La casa de papel) provides an appropriate case study to assess the concept of programme success and popularity, as it allows us to analyse its performance on two different distribution channels: a national commercial television channel (Antena 3) and a global streaming platform (Netflix). Since its inclusion in the Netflix catalogue, Money heist has frequently been described as a phenomenon. However, this phenomenon is unquantifiable as there is no audited audience data for the series on the platform.

2. Objectives and methodology

The main objective of this article is to progress toward a new concept of audience in the context of on-demand video consumption in the subscription model (taking Netflix as a reference, given its market importance) and reflect on whether a single concept of audience can be applied to all on-demand audiovisual consumption and business models. To do this, the following research questions (RQ) are posed:

- RQ1: How do audiences on streaming platforms behave? By extension, this question involves examining how audience is quantified and/or weighted and whether, in this context, we can continue to consider audience as goods.
- RQ2: What aspects should a new, revised concept of audience consider in the context of SVOD? What new audience dimensions does the concept of video consumption on streaming platforms introduce?
- RQ3: Do new audience dimensions require a new concept of popularity?
- RQ4: Can a single concept of audience be applied to all on-demand audiovisual consumption and business models?

The series Money Height, created by Àlex Pina, provides an appropriate case study for assessing the concept of programme popularity in relation to two different distribution channels:
- a national commercial television channel (the series was first scheduled on Antena 3, with relative success) and
- a global streaming platform (where it became the most-viewed fiction series in Spanish in the platform’s history).

As no audience figures are available, evidence for this success is based on company statements (unaudited) and its viral behaviour, boosted by a new digital audience, which seeded interest in the programme, attracting new mass audiences and customers to the service, seduced by its impact.

To answer these research questions and thus achieve the objective of this article, we will analyse the following issues:
- the crises of the TAMs;
- new television measurement formulas;
- new forms of measurement incorporated into online video platforms;
- new audience dimensions; the new concept of success and popularity;
- audience behaviours in the context of streaming platforms;
- the way Netflix conceptualises and measures the audience for their programmes;
- the specific analysis of the commercial life of Money heist.

This study takes as its framework the academic and professional research on audiovisual visual distribution in the online environment in general and on Netflix in particular (Keating, 2012; Tryon, 2013; Cunningham; Silver, 2013; Holt; Sanchez, 2013; Curtin; Holt; Sanson, 2014; Lotz, 2014; 2018; Landau, 2016; Lobato, 2019). It also uses on audience research, in particular that which focuses on basic aspects such as methodology, development and purpose within the media ecosystem (Iglesias, 1985; McQuail, 1992; Huertas, 2002; Morley, 2003; Gillespie, 2005; Napoli, 2008; Jauset, 2014; Castillo-Izquierdo, 2016). A wide-ranging review of the literature on other aspects, such as the impact of digitalisation on the audiovisual market in terms of cultural homogenisation and defending diversity (Clares-Gavilán, 2014; Alborno; Leiva, 2017; Clares-Gavilán; Medina-Cambrón, 2018) and the transformation of viewing habits, was also conducted. The latter field has led to new lines of research that propose new approaches to audience measurement, such as those focussing on:
- online-offline convergence (Callejo-Gallego, 2002; Webster, 2014; Portilla, 2015; Rodríguez-Mateos; Hernández-Pérez, 2015);
- the social audience (Gallego, 2013; Quintas-Froufe; González-Neira, 2016; Halpern; Quintas-Froufe; Fernández-Medina, 2016; Núñez-Ladevéze; Torrecillas-Lacave; Irisarri-Núñez, 2019; Masip; Ruíz-Caballero; Suau, 2019; Vázquez-Herrero; González-Neira; Quintas-Froufe, 2019; González-Neira; Quintas-Froufe, 2020);
- big data (Fernández-Manzano; Neira; Clares-Gavilán, 2016; Napoli, 2016; Smith; Telang, 2016).

We consider the case study (Yin, 2009) to be the most appropriate methodology to use here, as this is an empirical analysis with numerous knowledge sources for researching a modern phenomenon. Hence, we use primary and secondary sources related to our field of analysis (programme audience and popularity): literature review, data provided by the audience measurement company in Spain, statements from Netflix employees (in professional forums that provide public records), data released by Netflix (from its press office, on its Netflix Research website and in letters to shareholders attached to quarterly financial statements) (Netflix Investors, 2018; 2020a; 2020b), and analyses in the trade press.
The methodological analysis is complemented by three in-depth interviews. The Atresmedia Televisión director of digital content and social media, Francisco Sierra Hernando, and the former director of product design and business development for Atresmedia Digital, Jesús Moreno, helped provide an idea of the digital popularity of Money heist before its inclusion in the Netflix catalogue and the impact of the series’ success on the Antena 3 brand. Also interviewed for this article were Alejandro J. Rojas, director of applied analytics at Parrot Analytics, the company that has developed its own analysis system for researching popularity in digital content distribution environments. Parrot Analytics provided ad hoc information for this study, which helped follow the changes in Money heist’s popularity after its inclusion in the Netflix catalogue.

3. The crises of the TAMs
As a means of promoting market transparency, television channels agreed to undergo a single, external, independent audit to measure audience figures for their scheduled programming and their share of total television consumption. The aim was to ensure users of these audience figures (the television and advertising industries) did not receive contradictory data when signing sales agreements. They all accepted the survey methodology with regard to sample selection, data collection and the final indicators (Huertas, 2002).

The current TAM system, which in Spain follows the tradition of a single study per country (Huertas, 2006), is based on data provided by a people meter, a device installed in the homes of a representative sample of the Spanish population (residents aged over 4 in first and second homes with a television set), which counts each person, identified by remote control, as a member of the audience after detecting them watching a programme for several consecutive seconds. In Spain, the reference unit is the minute, i.e. the programme or channel selected for the most seconds in a given minute is considered to have received the audience. Given that the audience varies from minute to minute, the mean audience indicator is used when referring to a programme’s audience, i.e.

“The number of individuals who maintain contact with the televised medium over a period of time, bearing in mind the duration and counting repetitions in each minute” (Jauset, 2014).

Thus the audience is calculated by adding up the total audience for each programme minute and dividing the resulting figure by the number of minutes the programme lasts.

Although the people meter technique is far from perfect, it has provided stability to the industry for some years. It is ideal in a context of controlled supply where the type of consumption is relatively uniform, as it was when watching television was the main leisure activity in Spanish homes.

Since 1993, when the merger of Ecotel and Media Control gave rise to Sofres Audiencia de Medios (who introduced the current TAMs), viewers’ habits, on which each channel’s audience rating and share are constructed, have changed considerably. This complexity in the audiovisual market is the result of the digital transition. Along with steady audience fragmentation and the rise in converging processes, there has been a growth in pay television and economic threats from new forms of Internet consumption (García-Santamaría; Barranquero-Carretero; Rosique-Cedillo, 2017). The vast range of viewing combinations has raised numerous questions (Hernández-Pérez; Rodríguez-Mateos, 2016). Thus new types of audience have arisen.

According to the analysis contained in Análisis televisivo 2019 by the consultancy firm Barlovento Comunicación, in that year average daily television consumption was 222 minutes per person per day in a ‘consumption universe’ of 45,071,000 people in Spain aged 4 or over, 12 minutes less than in 2018. These 222 minutes per person per day can be broken down into three categories for classifying television viewing:
- linear (206 minutes);
- delayed (watching a programme up to seven days after its original broadcast); and
- invited (people not included in the panel but who have been added to it at some time).

The concept of delayed audience (watching television content after its original broadcast) has brought about rapid and unprecedented sociological change, highlighting one of the weaknesses in TAMs. With the proliferation of leisure options, individuals’ attention is no longer as focused as before and is spread over an increasingly broad offer. Not only do we watch less television (one has to go back to the 1990s for figures similar to 2019), but we also watch conventional television differently. Habits among television viewers, especially younger viewers, are being infected by these new forms of on-demand and destructured consumption, as shown by increasing use of à la carte television services to the detriment of scheduled broadcasts. Equally relevant is the phenomenon of social television, the result of adding social media to the television experience, resulting in an online space that increases interactivity in shared programming (Hernández-Pérez; Rodríguez-Mateos, 2016). Constant demands to consider the social audience as a complement to linear audience data is justified by its consolidation, thanks to acceptance by the public and its increasing use by television channels (Quintas-Froufe; González-Neira, 2016).

The disruption to standardised consumption, the basis for traditional TAMs, is based on a new configuration in responses and attitudes among audiences (Roncallo-Dow, 2016), who now see choosing how, where, and when to watch as an inalienable right (Neira, 2015). An empowered audience such as this introduces a number of subjective variables in the
context of new relationships established between a less passive viewer and the so-called new media. The larger offer (which has lowered the figures for audiences concentrated on a small number of programmes), its operating model (subscription without advertising) and the rise in signal reception devices, leading to increased mobile viewing (beyond the range of people meter monitoring), have produced a new model that combines infinite consumption that is difficult to parameterise. As Callejo-Gallego (2019) notes, what we are seeing is an audience that has not yet been produced by measuring instruments or which still lacks the instruments for its comprehensive measurement.

We now no longer talk only about cultural and commercial television. The business side of the new television, provided directly to consumers and based on monthly subscriptions (SVOD), is transformed: viewers have become customers of a personalised offer. As predicted by Huertas,

“although it has become normal since the end of the 20th century to treat the audience as customers or users, in the future this term will become ever more widespread. Whereas traditional television spoke with a single message directed to the crowd (citizens or consumers), who did not share the same space, television of the future is shaping up to be in the form of service or experience distribution companies aimed at meeting individuals’ (customers’) needs” (Huertas, 2002).

Consumption of streaming content adds new dimensions not only to the traditional audience concept but also to the concept of programme success. Given that viewing concentrated on a specific space and time is no longer the default option and multi-speed consumption has become the new normal, the need arises to develop different indicators of programme success, as discussed below.

4. New formulas for television measurement

Technological changes have transformed production, diffusion and consumption practices, making this a crucial moment in audience research (Cascajosa-Virino, 2016). Consequently, traditional television is experiencing hard times. As TAMs are based on concentration and market share and calculated using people meters, their blind spots have been highlighted by the growing number of operators in the audiovisual entertainment sector. The emerging streaming culture has had a clear impact on traditional media, most noticeably the drop in linear viewing numbers. Public and private channels responded to this phenomenon with à la carte television services, in which programmes can be watched after their original broadcast times and on devices other than the television set. They decided to offer this alternative, which more closely matched the new forms of audiovisual consumption, to adapt to these new consumption habits. And they did so knowing what the collateral effect would be: loss of linear television audiences to on-demand services, which are more convenient for users but much less profitable, in terms of advertising, for television channels. The delayed and disseminated audience has been included in Kantar Media measurements to provide a more complete picture of current consumption, which clearly shows there is no longer a single audience, but many different ones, on different media and with very different consumption times (Rodríguez-Mateos; Hernández-Pérez, 2015). The solution involves broadening data collection with guaranteed (i.e. audited), hybrid, cross-media systems (Portilla; Vara-Miguel; Díaz-Espina, 2016; Huertas, 2018).

European practice is described in the study by Papi-Gálvez and Perlado-Lamo-de-Espinosa (2018) on audience research in digital societies, based on an analysis of 23 countries. In Europe the techniques of

* **audiomatching**: the people meter takes video and/or audio samples from the channels being watched or listened to by the panel member and compares them to the original broadcast signal;
* **fingerprinting**: the device extracts the audio ‘digital fingerprint’ captured from the television broadcast and compares it to a centralised fingerprint database.

These techniques recognise the audio or video being viewed (either live or delayed) and associate it with the corresponding programme. The range established to define the delayed audience (i.e. number of days after the initial broadcast to consider it as having been viewed) is the vosdal (viewing on same day as live), which may be extended to the following seven days (+7). Kantar Media has adopted this model, terming it time shift. As Gallardo-Camacho, Sierra-Sánchez and Lavin (2019) explain, people meters count the non-linear audience on the same day of broadcast up to 2:30 am (vosdal) and on the next seven days (+1, +2, +3, +4, +5, +6 and +7). The delayed audience is also counted in two sites at once:

* in the delayed audience in viewing time (DAV) and
* in the delayed audience in broadcast time (DAB).

DAV refers to the exact time delayed content is consumed and DAB is added to the delayed audience for the original broadcast programme.

Thus, the new system enables previously broadcast content to be viewed up to seven days later and included in published audience figures, as long as the programme is viewed in the home (on a television set or connected computer).

This solution included in TAMs shows how corrections to audience deviation are being made while maintaining the panel methodology (a representative sample of the Spanish population) in a mass consumption environment marked by inertia in television viewing. In other words, views are accumulated over seven days, based on the pattern of weekly consumption, which is also the basis for catch-up services (on-demand services mean a programme can be watched if originally missed in linear viewing, always with the aim of prioritising the scheduled television experience).
The much sought-after comprehensive disseminated audience measurement, which includes other devices, was given a
definitive boost by the agreement between Kantar Media and Comscore (the company responsible for online measure-
ment in Spain), using a method based on unified digital measurement. This merged television in all platforms (regardless
of broadcast time and consumption device) and the online audience, so that each individual in the television panel also
has their online viewing included (Quintas-Froufe; González-Neira, 2016). However, this new, complete, hybrid and
non-duplicated measurement solution is only available to customers who decide to contract it.

5. Measurement formulas in online video platforms

Despite the specific weight of streaming platforms in the subscription model of the audiovisual market and the result-
ing need to compare their consumption with traditional television, the activity of the former services falls outside the
conventional measurement system (González-Neira; Quintas-Froufe; Gallardo-Camacho, 2020). Their business model
(based on monthly subscriptions, not advertising), the type of consumption generated by a lack of programme schedu-
ling (destructured and at differing speeds) and the differing degrees to which these services are adopted in the home
(compared to statistics on television penetration, which is around 100% of the population) means it is not only difficult
to apply the main TAM indicators but also there is little desire to share information.

The case of Netflix is an excellent example. The company operates without having to share details on how well its pro-
grammes are doing. As it does not use advertising, it has no need to negotiate with advertisers or agencies. In addition,
its economic model in relation to creators and rights owners is not based on royalty payments per play (except in the
case of original productions in some EU countries with specific viewing quotas: over 10 million accounts that have
completed 90% of an original production of the platform), but on paid-up licences, whereby a variable amount is paid,
depending on how long the platform streaming licence lasts. If one also considers that they have their own mechanisms
for identifying customers’ consumption habits, there appears to be little incentive to develop shared, public surveys
(Huertas, 2018).

A comparison of services and programmes on equal terms is relatively simple in the case of television. A television au-
dience measurement system could be implemented because the channels agreed to accept external auditing and the
methodology used. However, streaming platforms have shown no interest in being subject to independent control that
would provide customers (production companies and creators) and the market with certain types of information. Quite
the opposite. Apart from occasional promotional headlines accompanied by figures on how well its programmes are
performing, ‘non-audience’ has become a habitual practice.

Hence the question is whether an audience measurement system can be defined and standardised for SVOD. Audien-
ces today are diffuse but at the same time connected to the daily events (Masip; Ruiz-Caballero; Suau, 2019). This is
described in Callejo-Gallego (2019) as a
gaseous audience, one that arises in
different places that are difficult to me-
asure and register. And it is the volati-
lon of this audience that makes users’
 adherence to content and the quality
 of this connection so important, in a
dynamic that differs from traditional
television consumption, instead resem-
bling digital consumption. Interesting
conclusions may be drawn by analysing
the types of consumption and measure-
ment associated with other online
video distribution channels, such as
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Twi-
tter. Although the purpose of almost all metrics is to monetise advertising
(which SVOD does not have), its con-
sumer-centric approach is an interesting
one. Elements used to ‘assess’ users’ re-
lationship with content include repea-
ted use, intensity and the frequency of
this relationship with the content-pro-
viding platform. As with television, the
online environment has a basic quanti-
tative metric: views (Image 1). Indeed,
total cumulative views is the most fre-
quently demanded indicator for SVOD
platforms, as this is a real metric (not
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... continues to provide a unique entertainment experience, attracting and retaining subscribers, creating loyalty to the service and obtaining good general product satisfaction rates ([Gómez-Uribe; Hunt, 2015](#)). Todd Yellin, Vice-President of Product Innovation, said on one occasion that *Netflix* measures programmes’ success based on the happiness they provide, paraphrasing Marie Kondo and her popular message of keeping those things that provide joy: “If people enjoy our content, if they’re loving to come to *Netflix*, then we succeed” ([Roettgers, 2019](#)).

### 7. Success and popularity for audiovisual content in the on-demand environment

The concept of success for audiovisual content is traditionally associated with its popularity which, according to the dictionary definition, means achieving fame and respect. Programme popularity is highly conditioned by the distribution channel. For commercial and pay channels, for instance, success is understood in terms of earnings, but in a different way to commercial channels, where programme acceptance (in terms of good audience figures) means the space can be profitable for advertising. In the case of pay television, whose main concern is ensuring minimal churn (i.e. number of customers leaving), acceptance of their offer creates customer loyalty and attracts new subscribers. The greater the customer retention and numbers of new subscribers, the greater the profit for the company. SVOD platforms share the latter concept of programme popularity since it matches their strategic business goal: attracting and retaining subscribers, creating loyalty to the service and obtaining good general product satisfaction rates ([Gómez-Uribe; Hunt, 2015](#)). Todd Yellin, Vice-President of Product Innovation, said on one occasion that *Netflix* measures programmes’ success based on the happiness they provide, paraphrasing Marie Kondo and her popular message of keeping those things that provide joy: “If people enjoy our content, if they’re loving to come to *Netflix*, then we succeed” ([Roettgers, 2019](#)).

### 8. Audience behaviour in the context of subscription model streaming platforms

In SVOD platforms, with a monthly subscription payment, users access a full programme catalogue, all of which they can watch. But very popular programmes, the previously mentioned catalogue tentpoles, have a significant impact on attracting customers ([Neira, 2020](#)). As Ball explains,

“This means that tentpole content doesn’t just drive acquisition revenue, it drives the efficiency (and fans) of all other content investments as well” ([Ball, 2019](#)).
In other words, once users join the customer base, they are potentially exposed to other programmes that subsequently act as a hook in retaining them.

On-demand consumption invalidates the premise behind TAMs: collective, concentrated and synchronous consumption, structurally linked to scheduling (Callejo-Gallego, 2019). With streaming platforms, individual, disseminated and asynchronous consumption abounds, although paradoxically, as Huertas (2018) notes, this does not imply a decrease in continuous consumption. An exponential rise in viewing has been observed in platforms that release complete seasons of series at once, producing uninterrupted ‘binge’ viewing sessions. SVOD has given rise to a new system of entertainment and a new type of audience. One might say this audience is no longer ‘prime time’ but ‘my time’: viewers who direct and manage their own audiovisual experience based on an abundant, disorganised offer. If we also bear in mind the market globalisation boosted by these operators, we might conclude that it is the source of global, homogeneous demand, which can be satisfied internationally by the same product (Arrojo, 2010; Clares-Gavilán, 2014; Pacheco-Pailahual, 2017; Clares-Gavilán; Medina-Cambrón, 2018; Neira; Clares-Gavilán; Sánchez-Navarro, 2020).

Once the ability to select becomes a personal decision, the adhered audience, as opposed to audience as dispersed mass (McQuail, 1992), drives consumption flows that are multiplied by a huge range of motivations. The current situation suggests that such ‘mass audience entertainment’ (Núñez-Ladevéze; Torrecillas-Lacave; Irisarri-Núñez, 2019) is directly linked to popularity. With linear television, popularity is the seed from which a programme’s appeal grows, through the dynamics of scheduling (at a specific time and date) and a selected, controlled product. In the context of streaming, popularity has become a key element in gaining visibility, not just in relation to the competition but also to other content on the same platform. With so many programmes to choose from, above and beyond the boost provided by marketing campaigns, popularity (once again understood as fame and respect) generates interaction and conversations. This phenomenon affects audience behaviour, activating codes of behaviour in other users and leading to greater interest in the programmes or series (Gallego, 2013; Halpern; Quintas-Froufe; Fernández-Medina, 2016). In the context of Netflix, the case study analysed in this article, it is interesting to note how the company, in its letters to shareholders, uses the term ‘density of viewing’ to describe the phenomenon whereby a rise in a programme’s reputation boosts views, which is undoubtedly beneficial to the company: greater visibility leads to more views, which in turn leads to greater retention and conversation, more conversation leads to greater popularity, and greater popularity to greater impact, which, in the end, is a potential lever to attract new customers.

The recent addition of programme popularity ranking by country to the Netflix platform is fully aligned with this philosophy (Image 2). As explained on their website, this is a content selection updated daily, which varies with users’ viewing history. The list is drawn up from programmes watched for at least two minutes in the last 24 hours, following the methodology used by the platform to calculate views.

### 9. How Netflix conceptualises and measures audiences

The desire to maximise the intensity of audience attention is fully applicable to the Netflix culture and helps achieve a number of objectives. For Netflix, the popularity of a series or film is an important aspect for strengthening the brand (generating prestige for the platform). It is also important in ensuring content serves as leverage for new subscribers (attraction) and as a key element in its relationship with existing ones (retention). All major investment in content is expected to boost growth in subscribers and retain the loyalty of current ones. This is achieved particularly well by popular programmes. As Toonkel, Dotan and Shah (2019), explain, Netflix judges the value of each individual programme as its ability attract and retain customers, a concept the company terms the adjusted viewer rate. In fact, this is a weighted quantitative metric (number of views), as it gives greater weight to views by people watching the content 24 hours after subscribing to Netflix or after weeks of not connecting to the service (who were, therefore, at risk of cancelling). In general terms, the regular (already loyal) viewer is assigned a lower value. The resulting figure is matched to the programme production budget to provide a second metric, the so-called efficiency score, to determine how efficient the investment.

Image 2. Top 10 in Spain. Source: Netflix.com
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is in generating new subscribers. Programme popularity is relevant to the extent it attracts new customers to the platform or gets customers to use the service again after a long period of absence (reducing the likelihood of their leaving).

Netflix uses this constructed audience (Huertas, 2006) internally as an efficiency variable, where each view is weighted in terms of attraction and retention, taking into account the cost of the programme. As well as this internal audience, there is another external audience, more closely aligned to traditional TAM ratings, where the figures recorded for popular programmes are used as a publicity strategy. Recently, Netflix has been highly prolific in publicising its own audience figures, although they are not externally audited. The company’s figures are global (not per country), associated with homes (accounts, not users linked to them) and cover a variable period (ranging from the release day to one month later). The parameters appear in a report presented by Netflix in July 2019 at the request of the British Parliament, as documentation for a session on public service broadcasting and video-on-demand operators. In the report, Netflix states that the company divides its users into three categories:

- completers: accounts that have watched 90% of a film or season;
- watchers: accounts that have seen 70% of a film or season;
- starters: accounts that have decided to watch at least two minutes of a film or season.

The first data to be published on its social media (on programmes such as Birdbox, When they see us, Élite, You, La casa de las flores and The Irishman) referred to watchers. However, there was a change in criteria with the release of The witcher in December 2019. Since then the figures it provides are for starters (accounts that have decided to watch at least two minutes of a film or series), a similar parameter to the audience base used for traditional television (one minute, although Netflix does not offer weighted figures) and the calculation used by the BBC for its iPlayer (explicitly referred to by the company in its Q4 2019 letter to shareholders).

10. Money heist as a case study

Money heist provides an appropriate case study for assessing the concept of programme popularity in relation to two different distribution channels: a national commercial television channel and a global streaming platform.

The series started as a production by Atresmedia and Vancouver Media, divided into two parts of nine and six episodes, respectively. It was released on Tuesday, 2 May 2017, on the Antena 3 channel, with an audience of 4,900,000 viewers and a 25.1% share. By the end of the season, in June that same year, the viewers and share had halved (2,176,000 viewers and 14.7%). There followed a four-month break in the broadcast, coinciding with the summer holidays, and the first episode of the second part was broadcast in October. Although prime-time audience figures for this episode exceeded the other two major channels, the figures continued to drop, while they remained stable for the series on its competitors’ channels (Image 4).

The first digital run for Money heist was on Atresplayer, on the station’s catch-up service. According to Atresmedia’s director of product design and business development at the time, Jesús Moreno, the series averaged around 200,000 unique video users, a figure that not only remained stable but also rose slightly in the second season (up to 203,000 unique users) (Moreno, 2019; interviewed on 25/03/2019, authors’ transcription and translation).
Both seasons of *Money heist* were added to the Netflix catalogue (end of 2017 and April 2018), adjusting the episode length outside the domestic market to the service’s regular format (40-50 minutes). Twelve days after the release of the second season, the company announced letter to shareholders (for Q1 2018) that *Money heist* was the most viewed non-English language series in the platform’s history. This practice, offering viewing data relative to other programmes on the same service, is increasingly common in the streaming platform market (Cascajosa-Virino, 2018).

A month later, Netflix acquired the rights to the series to produce more seasons (Image 5).

This second online life for *Money heist* on a global streaming platform such as Netflix provided a clear boost to its popularity. As well as the rise in potential audience in other countries (Netflix is present in 190 countries), the series benefited from personalised recommendation algorithms, with proven effectiveness in boosting content discovery and consumption among user communities whose audiovisual preferences match the series (Fernández-Manzano; Neira; Clares-Gavilán, 2016). Furthermore, this data intelligence helps it forecast potential audiences for its series. Its Q1 2020 letter to shareholders explicitly refers to this point (Netflix Investors, 2020b), as it predicted an audience of 69 million viewers for the first month of season four (recently released on the platform).

For *Money heist*, inclusion in the Netflix catalogue opened up new access formulas and helped strengthen consumption of the series, enhancing its reputation (Roel, 2019). In the online world at the current time, success of audiovisual content is accompanied by a large amount of information, large volumes of complex, heterogeneous data now the subject of analysis by companies looking to operate at mixers, with the aim of making sense of the information and make it useable for comparative purposes (Hernández-Pérez; Rodríguez-Mateos, 2016). In this context, the work of Parrot Analytics is particularly relevant. The company has developed its own analysis system to research content popularity on digital distribution environments, based on a conceptual framework that quantifies supply and demand in the global attention economy, using artificial intelligence technology to capture and process big data.

Their work is based on their own measurement unit termed demand expression. According to Alejandro J. Rojas, the company’s director of applied analytics,

“previously, content offer was limited by TV channel programming times in a market. Today, the offer includes thousands of shows which television viewers can consume when they want, where they want, on multiple screens (television, mobile, computer, etc.) and platforms (free-to-air television, pay TV, OTTs). Given the abundant offer and diversity of access, traditional panel or sample-based demand measurement methodology loses its capacity to reflect audience behaviour globally. Today, television viewers interact actively with their favourite content, through discussions on social media, searching for and reading additional information online, viewing
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Online promotional videos and even illegal peer-to-peer downloading of episodes. All such online activities leave a digital footprint which is collected and processed daily by the *Parrot Analytics* infrastructure to generate the demand expressions produced by each programme (Rojas, 2020; interviewed on 07/04/2020, authors’ transcription and translation).

Demand expressions include all online activities associated with each programme using an algorithm that weights each activity according to the effort it requires. Effort is assessed in relation to its execution time, providing an end result that quantifies attention given by the public to each programme. The *Parrot Analytics* data on the *Money heist* case study offer interesting results. Firstly, they show similar behaviour in the ratings for different fictional content on the same platform. *Money heist* had higher ratings than other two cases taken to compare (*Cathedral of the sea* [original title: *La catedral del mar*] and *Slaughterhouse* [original title: *Matadero*]) on the Antena 3 schedule. But the impact of Àlex Pina’s series was much higher even before its inclusion in the Netflix catalogue (Image 6). However, the increase in demand expressions was considerable once the series was added to the catalogue, both in Spain and internationally, while demand for the other two remained much more modest (Image 7).

![Local demand as early signal of success](image6.png)

**Image 6.** Comparison of “demand expressions” of 3 series

![Demand after one year from release](image7.png)

**Image 7.** Comparison of “expressions of demand” of 3 series after one year of their launch
It is worth noting that this second life for series via on-demand video platforms, which has boosted the exportability of fiction internationally, clearly shows how important it is for television channels to establish a launch pad for their commercial cycle (Cascajosa-Virino, 2018). According to Francisco Sierra Hernando, director of digital content and social media at Atresmedia Televisión, the growth in demand for their series from SVOD platforms is because “they realise that, independently of the audience for the free-to-air broadcast or on catch-up, we have been producing great series”.

In April 2020, the 10 most widely consumed Netflix products included four by the Atresmedia brand:
- the fourth season of Money heist;
- Locked Up (original title: Vis a vis), whose spin-off El oasis was also in the top 10;
- the first season of Toy boy, another series to become an international hit, and which had recently been broadcast on Antena 3;
- and a fourth product, a film rather than a series, but also produced by Atresmedia Studios, The legacy of the bones (original title: El legado de los huesos).

In his opinion, this new product market clearly shows how release windows have changed. Toy boy is a good example:

“First it was released on Atresplayer Premium. Four weeks after the release of the first episode, it was broadcast on television. After it had been shown on the channel, all the VOD content was transferred to Netflix, where it quickly became one of the most viewed series in many countries”.

Popularity, as an emerging element in weighting programme success, has led traditional operators to redesign their strategy. Sierra went on to say that “the Money heist phenomenon led to the relaunch of many direct sales for other products and also accelerated the creation of an original content production division, Atresmedia Studios, where production is based on attention to quality criteria, fiction style, awareness of our public as a television channel, but targeting platforms such as Netflix, Amazon and Movistar” (Sierra, 2019; interviewed on 25/03/2019, authors’ transcription and translation).

It also boosted Atresmedia’s own platform, Atresplayer.

In fact, television channels no longer use TAMs as the sole metric for success. In the case of series, as noted by Jesús Moreno,

“the only valid metric at the end of the day is the profitability of the series; in other words, how much profit the series makes over its life cycle. And this life cycle starts with the television broadcast, and then continues with its marketing in advertising VOD and on subscription VOD, with sales to SVOD platforms such as Netflix, Amazon and HBO and with international sales..., all of which is part of the success of a series” (Moreno, 2019; interviewed on 25/03/2019, authors’ transcription and translation).

After its inclusion in the Netflix catalogue, the success of Money heist can be understood in a number of ways. As third-party content, its efficiency was more closely aligned to the number of viewing hours it was able to generate, increasing its value in terms of customer retention. Its rise in popularity and the second phase of its life cycle, as Netflix original content, increased its value as a tool for attracting new subscribers. This hypothesis is backed up by the company’s carefully planned release strategy: aiming to concentrate viewing in its first few days on the platform, with social media communication dynamics that have redefined the concept of social television. It is no longer a collective conversation taking place simultaneously with the broadcast (an experience which the platform has disrupted with its viewing dynamics), but a community that feeds the feeling of belonging, where conversation raises interest in the programme and helps its spread, via the official social media accounts of Netflix, the series itself and its leading actors (Neira, 2020).

11. Conclusions
The main objective of this article is to help progress toward a new concept of audience in the context of on-demand video consumption in the subscription model (taking Netflix as a reference, given its market importance) and reflect on whether a single concept of audience can be applied to all on-demand audiovisual consumption and business models. To do this, the following research questions (RQ) were posed:

RQ1: How do audiences on streaming platforms behave? How is audience quantified and/or weighted? Can we, in this context, continue to consider audience as goods?

We conclude that, in the context of subscription model streaming, the value of the audience as goods persists, although this has switched from its commercial worth (advertising) to its impact on the platform’s body of customers (attraction and retention) and brand popularity. The new model (atawayad+ac) involves infinite consumption combinations that are difficult to standardize. In the specific case of Netflix, the audience is weighted or quantified depending on the intended purpose. Internally, content viewing figures are weighted, giving greater importance to new customers who view the content as their first choice and existing customers at risk of cancelling their subscription. In this case, audience is used to assess the efficiency of programmes, as an indicator to evaluate the money invested in content, based on the quality
and quantity of the audience it has managed to attract. Along with this audience constructed for internal (non-public) use, there is another type of audience, external and cumulative, which the company uses as a publicity strategy and, by extension, a measure of success: the figure quantifies all accounts that ‘decided to watch at least two minutes of a programme’, a concept similar to television ratings.

**RQ2: What aspects should a new, revised concept of audience consider in the context of SVOD? What new audience dimensions does the concept of video consumption on streaming platforms introduce?**

Based on the analysis, we conclude that a revised concept of audience in the context of SVOD should consider a number of aspects:

- It is constructed from an enormous volume of data whose main characteristic is its fragmentation (fragmented audience).
- Audience research in this context involves interpreting and assigning a value to each new audience dimension arising from online consumption (weighted audience) and not just accumulating data.
- The volatility inherent in these platform audiences, jumping easily between content and services—a volatile or ‘gaseous’ audience, using the term in *Callejo-Gallego* (2019)—, suggests that weight should be given to what is chosen and the quality of such choices, thereby producing new audience dimensions based on the connection established with content (adhered audience).

Given this revised concept of SVOD audience (fragmented, weighted, volatile and adhered), this study concludes that new dimensions above and beyond data provided by TAMs should be included. Such new dimensions are based on the premise that the value of the audience is not just its size, but also its engagement (users’ involvement with content) and its depth of attention (audience density, to use *Netflix’s* term). In assigning value to audience attention, the methodology used by *Parrot Analytics*, which takes us into the field of big data, opens up an interesting line of research: varying the weighting based on users’ level of effort, both internally (frequency, intensity and repeat viewing) and externally (posts on social media, information searches in *Google*, illegal downloads).

**RQ3: Do new audience dimensions require a renewed concept of popularity?**

The conclusion from the case study is that they do. Given the general lack of quantitative data, popularity now has a major qualitative component, a diffuse but evident impact that provides visibility for a programme, involving several subjective elements arising from the special relationship created between user and content, such as engagement and reputation (the key to retaining and attracting customers) and acceptance/applause that ensures the programme is in the conversation (based on the online impact of the content, a concept similar to *Parrot Analytics’s* demand expressions).

**RQ4: Can a single concept of audience be applied to all on-demand audiovisual consumption and business models?**

Given that this article focuses on a case study of a specific platform, it does not provide enough data to give a definitive conclusion. However, we can offer some preliminary thoughts. The heterogeneity intrinsic to the business model of these platforms introduces elements that significantly impede the construction of a global, standard concept of audience for all SVOD services. This is due to a number of factors:

- Unlike television channels, there is no level playing field for streaming platforms with regard to consumption and penetration in the home. Market share can produce distortions in comparative rankings, as content is not fully available to all.
- Content life cycle on a streaming platform involves a number of different phases, thereby transforming the concept of success. With regard to a streaming platform’s business goal (attracting and retaining customers), the impact of recently released series in term of popularity is greater (giving it a greater capacity to attract new subscribers) than that of catalogue content (which may have little popularity outside the platform while remaining extraordinarily popular among existing customers, making it a tool for retention). On streaming platforms such as *Netflix*, the most valuable programmes are those viewed first by new subscribers or customers at risk of cancelling their subscription.
- Release dynamics also require a different reading of the data. Block release is more likely to encourage intense, concentrated ‘binge’ consumption than does weekly distributed release. Calculating total audience or average audience per episode provides very different readings.
- Not all SVOD services embrace this business formula. Subscription models are starting to use hybrid formulas that combine open broadcast with advertising (free video on demand, FVOD), SVOD (without advertising), advertising video on demand (AVOD) and transactional video on demand (TVOD, permitting content to be temporarily rented). The organisational formula produces catalogues of different types and different viewing combinations, with a significant impact on customers’ consumption patterns.

“On streaming platforms such as *Netflix*, the most valuable programmes are those viewed first by new subscribers or customers at risk of cancelling their subscription.”
These conclusions from the specific case study of Netflix and Money heist open up an interesting line of research for future studies, looking at more platforms and case studies, to help build a new concept of audience in the context of SVOD consumption. Similarly, more studies on this issue will help assess whether the concept can be extrapolated to all the formulas this audiovisual practice might adopt, based on the general research objective used for this specific analysis.
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